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Steamed hams meme template

It is a free online image maker that allows you to add custom resizable text to the image. It operates in the HTML5 canvas, so your images are created instantly on your own devices. Often, people use generators to add text captions to established memes, so technically it's more of a meme captioner than a meme maker.
However, you can also upload your own images as a template. How can I customize my memes? You can move and target text boxes by dragging them. If you're using a mobile device, you may need to check first enabling drag/drop in the More Options section. You can customize the font color and outline the color next
to where you typed your text. You can customize more fonts in the More Options section, and also add additional text boxes. Imgflip supports all web fonts and Windows/Mac fonts including bold and italic, if it is installed on your device. Any other fonts on your device can also be used. Note that Android and other mobile
operating systems may support fewer fonts unless you install them yourself. You can include popular or custom stickers and other images including scumbag hats, sunglasses, speech bubbles and more. Resize and resize are supported. You can rotate, flip, and clinch any templates you upload. You can draw, outline, or
scratch on your memes using the panel above the preview image of the meme. You can create multiple image meme chains that are vertically sorted by adding new images with settings below the current image. Can I use a generator for more than just a meme? Yes! Meme Generator is a flexible tool for various
purposes. By uploading custom images and using all customizations, you can design many creative works including posters, banners, ads and other custom graphics. Why are there water imgflip.com on my memes? Imgflip watermarks help others find where memes are created, so they can make memes too! However,
if you really like, you can remove our watermarks from all images you create, as well as remove ads and charge your image creation abilities, using Imgflip Pro or Imgflip Pro Basic. Can I make animated memes or videos? Yes! An animated meme template will appear when you search in the Meme Generator above (try
party parrot). If you don't find the memes you want, browse all GIF templates or upload and save your own animated templates using GIF Makers. Do you have a wacky AI that can write memes for me? Funny you ask. Why yes, we do. Here you go: imgflip.com/ai-meme (warning, may contain vulnerabilities) Tags: Food,
Offering, Simpsons, Erin, Tea, Steaming Steamed Ham is an unforgettable skit between Principal Skinner and Superintendent Chalmers on the animated sitcom The Simpsons. The scene has become a popular reference point for fans, which has reformulated passages from the skit making it a frequent subject of posts
on Facebook and YouTube. Steamed Hams origin comes from the scene in simpsons episode 22 Short Film Springfield, which first aired on April 14, 1996. In the episode, which is a gamology of 22 short scenes about some Springfield nationals, Principal Skinner's character has Superintendent Chalmers to dinner in a
game on a sitcom trope dinner with sitcom bosses (shown below). Dinner, as in the tropes, doesn't go according to plan, as Skinner burns dinner, leading him to cover up the truth about dinner through a series of earplant and increasingly unbelievable lies. After burning dinner and telling Chalmers that he made a
steamed clam for dinner, Skinner tried to convince Chalmers that what he had prepared steamed ham for dinner, an expression for a hamburger, he said, who hails from Albany, New York. Main skin: Superintendent, I hope you're ready for a mouth-preparing hamburger. Superintendent Chalmers: I think we had a stompy
clam. Skinner principal: Oh, no, I say, squeeze ham. That's what I call a pregnancy. Superintendent Chalmers: You call hamburger ham squeeze ham. Main Skin: Yes, it is a regional dialect. Superintendent Chalmers: Uh-huh. What region? Main Skin: Uh, upstate New York. Superintendent Chalmers: Absolutely. Well,
I'm from Utica and I've never heard anyone use a phrase, steamed ham. Main Skin: Oh, not at Utica, no; it's an Albany phrase. Superintendent Chalmers: I saw. Although the line has been quoted by fans since the episode aired, one of the earliest examples of it was used online came from November 15, 2007 Urban
Dictionary Posts by Delaware Mike users, who defined Hams Steamed as: Hamburgers. An Albany phrase, New York, which should not be confused with steamed clams. On November 8, 2009, the Facebook group Steamed Hams was launched. As of May 2017, the group amassed more than 7,700 like marks and
7,600 followers, though most did not work. Video inspired Hams steamed is very popular on YouTube. One of the earliest, 15 seconds of Text-to-movie remakes of the scene, which aired on March 3, 2010, has more than 4,900 views. This line has been the popular subject of Shitposting Simpsons, who re-context
moments on the show becoming nonsequiturs absurd. On July 26, 2015, Facebook user Chris Kanski posted a challenge to the group to break the world record of steaming shitpost, photoshopped images of Cans of Peanuts and Gums (shown below, left) with the word Steam Hlams in one thread (shown below, right).
The post received more than 240 reactions and has since become an annual event for the Facebook page. On June 29, 2016, Australian supermarket woolworths posted a reference of Steamed Hams (shown below) to their Facebook page, a picture of a sign in a ham's retail display that says our Apology, we keep
'Steamed Hams' but you can find hamburgers in the beef section. They've also received a lot of feedback from all of you in the last 24 hours about whether we stock 'Steamed' Steamed Please note that in Australia, we call them Hamburgers. 'Steamed Hams' is the phrase of Albany, New York. Fans of 'The Simpsons',
this is for you... The share of the post, has been reported by Buzzfeed. First Draft On January 4, 2018, Bill Oakley, author of the steamed ham segment, listed skinner &amp; The Superintendent's first draft script in a series of six tweets. He had the post, Steamed Hams, but it was the first draft of the original in yarn. The
post (shown below) had more than 3,200 retweets and 7,900 likes in less than 24 hours. Following Oakley's tweet, fans of the segment recorded a thank you for the delivery. Some of them pointed to little change, while others praised the works as important documents in comedy history (example below). Some branches
include script posts, including NME, Mashable, AV Club and more. That night, Twitter published a Seconds page,rking the script and reacting to it. YouTube Remixes As Steamed Hams grew in popularity as a meme, it began appearing on YouTube in Remixes Replace and others edited youTube Poop built (example
shown below). One very popular remix variant involves editing the scene as it appears as if it were in a popular video game series. An early variation broadcast by Bmo Beemo laid the scene in Danganronpa, getting more than 6,500 views (shown below, left). On December 21, YouTuber Adam Davidson uploaded the
scene by pleading with Metal Gear Solid, grabbing over 287,000 views (shown below, right). Other popular edits in this style include ace Lawyer edits posted by iKiwed that got more than 94,000 views (shown below, left). Another popular edit broadcast by SeshoCan subsided the video in the style of Nier: Automata,
getting more than 16,000 views in three days (shown below, right). Various Examples of Search Interests
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